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Muonium formation via electron transport in solid nitrogen
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Muon spin rotation (mSR) techniques have been used to investigate the diamagnetic and paramagnetic states
of energetic positive muons stopped in solid molecular nitrogen. The paramagnetic signal arises from muonium
(Mu 5m11e2) atoms and reflects both ‘‘prompt’’ epithermal Mu formation and ‘‘delayed’’ thermal Mu
formation. The latter is shown to be due to convergence of the thermalizedm1 with an electron liberated in its
ionization track. Measurements in external electric fields of up to 10 kV/cm applied along and antiparallel to
the initial muon momentum reveal a large anisotropy in the spatial distribution of muon-electron pairs: them1

is shown to thermalize ‘‘downstream’’ of the ionization products of its track. The characteristic muon-electron
distances ina-N2 andb-N2 and liquid nitrogen are estimated to be approximately 500 Å , 250 Å , and 300
Å , respectively. The dependence of delayed Mu formation upon electron mobility offers a method for deter-
mining such mobilities on a microscopic scale. Electron drift mobilities are shown to differ by several orders
of magnitude in thea andb phases of solid nitrogen. Excess electrons from the muon track are apparently
delocalized in orientationally ordereda-N2; electron localization in orientationally disorderedb-N2 is dis-
cussed in terms of the formation of a small polaron due to electron interaction with the rotational degrees of
freedom of N2 molecules. The diamagnetic signal in condensed nitrogen is ascribed to the N2m1 molecular
ion; in b-N2 it consists of two components, one relaxing slowly due to random fields from nuclear dipole
moments and the other relaxing up to two orders of magnitude faster, due toverydelayed Mu formation as the
muon captures low-mobility electrons.@S0163-1829~99!10815-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the discovery1 in 1957 of parity nonconserva
tion in p→m→e decay, beams of polarized positive muo
(m1) have been used to probe materials.~For an early re-
view see, e.g., Ref. 2.! In the past several decades the tec
niques of muon spin rotation/relaxation/resonance3 (mSR)
have been developed into a powerful tool providing valua
information regarding various chemical and solid-state ph
ics phenomena. Studying materials usingmSR has to date
involved irradiation of the samples under investigation w
positive muons of several MeV initial kinetic energy. Th
time evolution of the muon spin polarization is the
monitored on the time scale of the muon lifetim
(2.19731026 s) by means of the muon’s asymmetric d
cay; the resultant time spectra allow one to distinguish
tween signals arising from muons in diamagnetic envir
ments and those from muons in paramagnetic states suc
muonium (Mu5m11e2) atoms4 or ‘‘muonated’’ free
radicals.5 Although the final chemical state of the incomin
m1 has long been recognized to depend critically upon
medium under study, there is still no self-consistent the
that can reliably predict the initial distribution of the muo
polarization between diamagnetic and paramagnetic state
their possible interconversions.

The situation is best understood in thegaseousphase,
where the initial formation and subsequent reaction of pa
magnetic and diamagnetic species have been studied in
sively for many years.6–8 The situation in thecondensed
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~16!/10559~14!/$15.00
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phases seems to be much more complicated. In partic
our understanding of Mu formation insolids is rather frag-
mentary and controversial, despite the widespread use9,10 of
the m1 and muonium as probes of superconductors and
perfluids, metals and magnets, semiconductors and ins
tors, etc. Although many such experiments rely on the mu
only to obtain information about its ultimate magnetic en
ronment, in other cases it is extremely important to und
stand the mechanisms of formation of different muon sta
in order to correctly interpret the experimental data.

Although them1 is almost an order of magnitude lighte
than the proton, it is so much heavier than the electron
the Mu reduced mass is almost the same as that of the
drogen atom. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation
therefore valid, giving Mu almost the same ionization pote
tial ~13.54 eV! and electronic structure as the H atom. F
this reason muonium may properly be considered a light
drogen isotope; as such, Mu is expected to exhibit chem
and condensed-matter states analogous to those of H.
image has provoked extensive studies of various phenom
that complement our prior knowledge of the states and
namics of simple atoms in matter. In particular, studies
Mu dynamics in insulators and semiconductors have
vealed different mechanisms of quantum tunneli
phenomena11 that are much less pronounced for the heav
hydrogen atom. Investigations of semiconductors12,13,10 led
to the discovery of Mu states in these materials, the an
gous hydrogen atom states of which were previously
known. Slow relaxation of the muon polarization in certa
10 559 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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magnetic insulators14,15 has recently been interpreted
terms of exotic magnetic properties of the host lattice. S
important studies are hampered by our inadequate kno
edge of Mu formation mechanisms in solids and may e
be subject to erroneous interpretation in some cases if
layed Mu formation mimics the phenomena under study.

Muonium formation in low-pressure gases has be
explained16 by analogy with hydrogen atom formation und
proton irradiation involving the well-known phenomenon
charge exchange.17 Muonium atoms formed this way ar
usually referred to as ‘‘prompt’’ Mu. For high-energy muon
~down to about 10 keV!, Bethe-Bloch ionization dominates
at lowerm1 energies cyclic charge exchange takes over u
the muon thermalizes. In the elementary charge excha
cycle the muon picks up an electron directly from an atom
molecule of the medium to form a neutral Mu atom and th
loses it to become a positive ion again.~The negative Mu2

ion is also formed occasionally18 but is quickly stripped of its
extra electron.! The relative likelihood of electron pickup
and loss is determined by their respective cross sections
given energy. In this model, if the muon slows to less tha
certain energy«c

1 as a positive ion, it can no longer captu
an electron and will thermalize as am1; conversely, if it
drops below some other energy«c

0 as a neutral atom, it can
no longer lose its electron and will thermalize as a Mu ato
The ‘‘history’’ of the charge exchange cycle is important
low-pressure gases inasmuch as the muon polarization
gins to evolvevia the hyperfine interaction each time Mu
formed; after many cycles these small changes may add
to a measurable depolarization.19 In condensed matter th
time scale is too short for this mechanism to be importan

One might expect the ionization potential« I of the me-
dium to provide a qualitative criterion for Mu formation:
« I is higher than the Mu binding energy («Mu513.54 eV! the
yield of thermalized muonium may be expected to be lo
whereas in a substance with« I,«Mu one would expect mos
muons to form Mu atoms. However, onecannotsimply as-
sociate«c

1 with « I2«Mu and «c
0 with «Mu2« I . The domi-

nant final state tends to be determined by the respective c
sections at higher energies than either« I or «Mu , even in
gases.20

This simplified picture of isolated inelastic collisions ma
be a reasonable model for Mu formation processes ingases,
but in solids one must confront a complicated picture
many-body collisions and collective phenomena. For M
formation in condensed media, any simple criterion based
ionization potentials leads to conclusions that contradict
experimental data. For example, in solid hydrogen« I
515.43 eV! approximately 15% of stopping muons for
muonium.21 In an even more extreme case, a large Mu fr
tion was observed22 in superfluid 4He despite the fact tha
the ionization potential of the helium atom (« I'25 eV! con-
siderably exceeds that of Mu. A large Mu fraction~approxi-
mately 80%! was found in solid neon,23 where« I'22 eV. In
liquid neon the Mu formation probability was measured to
approximately 20%.23 In both superfluid He and solid Ne
Mu formation processes were found to be temperature
pendent. This circumstance is hard to explain in terms
‘‘prompt’’ muonium formation at energies far above the
mal. Solid nitrogen (« I515.6 eV! even exhibits anonmono-
tonic temperature dependence of the diamagnetic24 and Mu25
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fractions, having peculiarities at thea-b transition. The dia-
magnetic fraction also shows a strong temperat
dependence26 in solid CO (« I514.01 eV!, which could be
considered a close analogue of solid nitrogen,27 with similar
but smaller peculiarities at thea-b transition temperature.28

All these examples show that in saturated systems where
muon polarization is believed to be distributed between o
two muon states — diamagnetic and muonium — Mu
formed even if« I.«Mu . On the other hand, in solid natura
xenon29 and isotopically pure136Xe,28 experiments reveal a
noticeable diamagnetic fraction despite the fact that th
ionization potential~12.13 eV! is much lower than that of the
Mu atom. Obviously, in condensed matter the mechanis
of muonium formation must include other processes bes
‘‘prompt’’ epithermal Mu formation.

It is important to distinguish between the qualitativ
model of epithermal Muformationdescribed above and th
so-called ‘‘hot atom’’ model30,31,6,20of the chemical reac-
tions of Mu, in which the placement of them1 in stable
diamagnetic molecules is accomplished during the slow
down process when either them1 or the neutral Mu atom has
enough kinetic energy~a few eV! to engage in endothermi
chemical reactions that are inaccessible to it at thermal e
gies. That such reactions are possible is undeniable, but
importance relative to interactions between Mu~or them1)
and the radiolysis products of its ionization track has bee
perennial topic of debate. In the so-called ‘‘spur model’’32–34

the differentiation of the incoming muons into variou
charge states takes place at thermal energies after the m
~or Mu atom! has come to rest in the medium. Interconve
sion between such states can be an ongoing process, te
nated only when the radiolysis species~free electrons or re-
active ions! produced at or near the end of the mu
ionization track~or ‘‘spur’’ ! have dissipated or recombine
in ‘‘geminate’’ processes.6 Since the convergence of a rad
olysis electron with them1 to form muonium takes some
time, Mu atoms formed this way are often referred to
‘‘delayed’’ Mu to be distinguished from ‘‘prompt’’ Mu
formed at epithermal energies. However, these two Mu f
mation processes are often indistinguishable experiment
as both of them may take place at times shorter than ca
resolved directly by ordinarymSR techniques.3 In principle,
formation times can be estimated indirectly by measuring
effect of varying external magnetic field on the time evo
tion of the muon polarization as in the presence of f
chemical reactions.30,31,35–37Inasmuch as the ‘‘spur model’
takes into account interactions of the thermalized muon w
products of its ionization track, the present work might
taken as confirmation of its validity; however, since we a
not concerned here with diamagnetic molecular products
chemical reactions ofm1 or Mu, our results do not addres
the question of whether ‘‘hot atom’’ reactions play a ro
comparable to that of ‘‘spur’’ reactions in the chemistry
muons and muonium.

In cryocrystalsand cryoliquids ~substances that are ga
eous at room temperature and atmospheric pressure! the m1

often thermalizes far enough from the last free electrons
erated in its ionization track that its Coulomb attraction f
them can be overcome by an externally applied electric fie
The effect of electric fields on delayed Mu formation w
first observed in superfluid4He;22 similar effects in solids
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were first observed25 in thea phase of solid nitrogen (s-N2).
In both cases, Mu formation was quenched by application
an electric field in the same direction as the initial mu
momentum~denotedE.0); however, ina-N2 Mu forma-
tion wasenhancedby an electric field in the opposite direc
tion (E,0), whereas in superfluid4He a negativeE again
decreased the Mu formation probability — albeit le
strongly than a positiveE of equal magnitude. This indicate
a strong anisotropy in the spatial distribution of muo
electron pairs in botha-N2 and superfluid4He.

Another advantage of cryocrystals and cryoliquids is t
free carriers in these media have tremendous difference
mobility, ranging from delocalized free electrons topolarons
~quasiparticles composed of, e.g., electrons and the la
distortion they produce — and carry around with them! with
huge effective masses and extremely low mobilities. In so
cases both types may be present simultaneously. As a re
delayed Mu formation may take place so rapidly as to
complete long before the observable time window of a
mSR experiment~a few ns to 10220 ms); or it may occur
over many microseconds and be clearly visible through
depolarizing effect on the diamagneticm1 precession signal
This offers an opportunity to study delayed Mu formati
directly in ‘‘real time.’’ It is also a source of concern fo
those who study ‘‘ordinary’’ insulators withmSR, since de-
layed Mu formationvia low-mobility carriers can mimic
other forms of relaxation that are the object of their inves
gations. Direct evidence has been seen forvery delayed Mu
formation in liquid 3He,38 liquid neon,39,40and other rare-gas
liquids and solids,41 as well as in solid nitrogen25,42 and
sapphire.43

In solid nitrogen a strong correlation was found betwe
the Mu formation probability and the electron mobilitybe ,
especially around thea-b transition temperatureTab be-
tween the low-temperature orientationally ordereda phase
and the high-temperatureb phase. Further experiments42 re-
vealed thatbe in a-N2 is approximately five 5 orders o
magnitude higher than that inb-N2.

The present paper reports a detailed study of muon
atom formation in solid nitrogen throughout the temperat
range 10–64 K in various magnetic and electric fields. E
periments show that in botha-N2 and b-N2 the muonium
fraction is at least partially due to ‘‘delayed’’ Mu formed b
transport of radiolysis electrons to thermalized muons. E
tron transport mechanisms in the different solid phases
nitrogen and their dependence on the orientational orde
of N2 molecules are discussed in detail.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS AND DATA ANALYSIS

The experimental technique used in these measurem
positive muon spin rotation/relaxation, has been describe
considerable detail in a number of review articles a
books;2,3,6 we therefore present here only those features
special relevance to this experiment. Spin-polarized surf
muons ~momentum'28 MeV/c! from the M13, M15, or
M20 beam line at TRIUMF were stopped in solid nitrog
samples inside a cold-finger cryostat at the center of amSR
spectrometer. A magnetic field was applied perpendicula
the initial muon spin polarization. Under these conditio
two possible types of muon states — diamagnetic~usually a
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molecule or molecular ion! and paramagnetic~usually a
muonium atom! — could be easily distinguished by the
respective Larmor frequencies: in a weak (;1 mT! trans-
verse magnetic fieldH, those muons which form Mu preces
at a characteristic triplet Larmor frequencyvMu'
2103vm , wherevm5gmH is the Larmor frequency of a
muon in a diamagnetic environment andgm52p3135.5
MHz/T is the muon gyromagnetic ratio.@Triplet muonium
precesses in the oppositesenseto them1, having essentially
the electron’s magnetic moment; hence the2 sign.# Regard-
less of its chemical environment, the muon deca
with a constant probability per unit timetm

21 ~where tm

52.17631026 s is the mean muon lifetime!; a positron (e1)
emitted in m1→e11ne1 n̄m decay exits preferentially
along the muon spin direction at that instant. Two pairs
plastic scintillation e1 counters ~‘‘back-front’’ and ‘‘up-
down’’! surrounded the cryostat tail except for a small ho
where the muon beam entered, passing through a thinm1

counter. Time-differentialmSR electronics accepted onl
those events in which each outgoing positron could be
ambiguously associated with one incoming muon. For e
implanted muon the individual decay timet was measured
and the corresponding bin was incremented in the time
togram associated with the detector in which thee1 was
detected. As a result, the accumulated positron time hi
grams directly reflect the time evolution of the muon sp
polarization. The numbers of events collected at decay timt
in each counter of a pair~e.g.,NF andNB) are given by

NF~ t !5bF1NF
0e2t/tm@11AF

0 n̂F•P¢m~ t !#,

NB~ t !5bB1NB
0e2t/tm@11AB

0 n̂B•P¢m~ t !#, ~1!

where F and B stand for the ‘‘forward’’ and ‘‘backward’’
positron counters~relative to the muon beam direction!.
@Analogous formulas hold for the ‘‘up’’~U! and ‘‘down’’
~D! histograms.# HerebF andbB are time-independent back
grounds~usually determined fromt,0 bins and removed
numerically as shown below!, NF

0 andNB
0 are normalization

factors, AF
0 and AB

0 are empirical maximum muon deca
asymmetries~usually'0.2 to 0.3! and the term on the righ
is the projection of the muon spin polarizationP¢m(t) onto the
effective symmetry axis of the corresponding detector. T
experimental setup is usually designed so thatn̂B'2n̂F

' ẑ, in which case one can approximatePz(t), thez compo-
nent of the muon polarization, in terms of the so-called ‘‘co
rected asymmetry’’

AB
0 Pz~ t !5

~aBF21!1~aBF11!aBF~ t !

~aBFbBF11!1~aBFbBF21!aBF~ t !
, ~2!

where

aBF~ t ![
@NB~ t !2bB#2@NF~ t !2bF#

@NB~ t !2bB#1@NF~ t !2bB#
~3!

is the so-called ‘‘raw asymmetry’’ and

aBF[
NF

02bF

NB
02bB

and bBF[
AF

0

AB
0 ~4!
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are relatively uninteresting empirical systematic parame
~as is AB

0) to be determined by fitting calibration spectr
Usually bBF'1, in which case Eq.~2! reduces to

AB
0 Pz~ t !'

S aBF21

aBF11D1aBF~ t !

11S aBF21

aBF11DaBF~ t !

,

which approachesaBF(t) in the limit of aBF→1. Thus the
time evolution of each component of the muon spin pol
ization can be determined from the corresponding pair
positron histograms.

In transverse magnetic field the overall ‘‘signal’’~cor-
rected asymmetry! presents an oscillating pattern of the for

AB
0 Pz~ t !5AMuGxx

Mu~ t !cos~vMut1fMu!

1ADGxx
m ~ t !cos~vmt1fD!, ~5!

whereAMu , AD , fMu, andfD are the amplitudes and initia
phases of the muonium and diamagnetic signals, res
tively. ~Recall thatvMu52102.88vm ; these parameters ar
not really independent.! The relaxation functionsGxx

Mu(t) and
Gxx

m (t) for Mu and m1 signals describe the decay of th
amplitude of the corresponding component; this ongoing
polarization may have many causes, from random static lo
fields due to nearby nuclear moments~which usually pro-
duce a Gaussian decay envelope! to fluctuating nuclear hy-
perfine couplings or chemical reactions~which usually pro-
duce an exponential decay!. We shall be concerned mainl
with the latter variety, for which the relaxation can be ch
acterized by a simple exponential relaxation rate:

Gxx
Mu~ t !5e2lMut and Gxx

m ~ t !5e2lDt, ~6!

where T2
Mu5lMu

21 and T2
D5lD

21 are the ‘‘transverse relax
ation times’’ of the Mu and diamagnetic components, ana
gous to the free induction decay time in NMR after a 9
pulse for a spin-12 nucleus.

Typical asymmetry spectra in solid nitrogen atT529 K
are shown in Fig. 1 for magnetic fields of 0.65 mT~a! and
6.5 mT~b!. Note the different time scales for these two spe
tra. The solid line in Fig. 1~a! is a minimum-x2 fit of the
experimental data to Eqs.~5! and ~6!. The solid line in Fig.
1~b! is a fit without the muonium signal, which is eliminate
by adjusting the time bin width to a large integer multiple
the Mu precession period. The diamagnetic amplitudeAD
was measured at low and at high magnetic fields and
determined to be essentially field independent. The muon
amplitudeAMu was determined at low fields; its magnet
field dependences at different temperatures are discuss
detail below.

Only ultrahigh-purity nitrogen gas~impurity content
<1025) from several different cylinders was used in t
experiment. Special attention was paid to control of pa
magnetic impurities, in particular oxygen. The whole syst
for sample preparation, including the sample cell inside
cryostat, the gas handling system, electrical connectio
etc., was pumped down to a pressure on the order of 126

torr for several days before the experiments. There w
rs
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found to be no noticeable difference between sets of res
obtained with nitrogen from different cylinders or on diffe
ent muon beamlines.

Gaseous nitrogen was liquidized directly from the gas c
inder or from a 5-L glass bulb into a square copper samp
cell 22 mm on a side and 6 mm thick attached to the c
finger of the cryostat. The front and back of the cell we
sealed with 0.125-mm-thick transparent Mylar windows. T
vacuum jacket of the cryostat tail also had transparent My
windows which allowed us to inspect nitrogen condensat
and crystal growth. Solid nitrogen crystals were grown at
average speed of about 4 mm/h in a temperature gradien
up to 5 K over the sample, warmest at the top. Only perfec
transparent crystals without any visible defects were use
the experiments.

The muon beam was usually collimated down to a dia
eter of 9–12 mm, centered on the cell window. The fract
of muons stopped in the Mylar windows was estimated to
less than 10%; therefore essentially all the muons w
stopped in the nitrogen sample.

Temperature control was carried out by means of t
calibrated thermometers: a Si diode on the cold finger of
cryostat and a Al12xGaxAs thermometer in the sample cel
The accuracy of the sample temperature measurements
not worse than60.1 K.

An external electric field of up to 10 kV/cm was gene
ated by means of two parallel grids of very fine wires loca
on the front and back of the sample cell. The distance
tween the grids was 12 mm. Electric field polarity was eas
changed between positive~parallel to the initial muon mo-

FIG. 1. ~a! mSR precession spectrum ins-N2 in a transverse
magnetic field of 0.65 mT.~b! Diamagnetic precession signal i
s-N2 in a transverse magnetic field of 6.5 mT. The muonium sig
is averaged to zero by adjusting the binning width to a large inte
multiple of the Mu precession period. Note the different time sca
in ~a! and ~b!.
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mentum! and negative~opposite to the initial muon momen
tum! by changing the high-voltage polarity applied to t
grids. The inhomogeneity of the electric field in the cent
part of the sample~experimental volume! was estimated to
be approximately62%.

III. ORIENTATIONAL TRANSITION
IN SOLID NITROGEN

Solid nitrogen under its own vapor pressure crystallizes
two solid phases. The low-temperaturea-N2 phase is face-
centered cubic27 for temperatures up toTab535.6 K. The
b-N2 phase has a stable hexagonal close-packed cr
structure at higher temperatures up to the melting pointTm
563.14 K.27 It is established that the equilibrium molecul
configuration and the nature of molecular motions in th
two phases are both determined by an electric quadrup
quadrupole interaction between the molecules.44,45 In a unit
cell of a-N2 the diatomic molecules~whose centers of mas
are at the lattice sites! are frozen along four different equ
librium directions along the diagonals of the cube, but u
dergo small-angle librations around these directions. T
phase transition in solid nitrogen has long been known to
accompanied by a drastic change in molecular orientatio
motion.27,46 The b-N2 phase is known to be orientational
disordered, although the centers of mass of the N2 molecules
are still at the lattice sites. X-ray diffraction studies ofb-N2
~Ref. 47! are equally consistent with either a coherent h
dered rotation of N2 molecules or statistically disordered in
dividual molecular precession. Either model indicates tha
the b-phase the molecules all maintain an angle close to
‘‘magic’’ angle of 54° 448 between their long axes and th
ĉ axis of the crystal, which averages to zero the electric-fi
gradient of the molecular field.

The theory of orientational ordering in soli
nitrogen27,48,49determines the dominant role of the proces
in the librational crystal subsystem while the hcp-bcc tran
tion is treated as a secondary phenomenon in thea-b tran-
sition. Independent of the particular model of theb phase,
that theory determines thea-b transformation in solid nitro-
gen to be afirst-order phase transition accompanied by
large jump in the orientational order parameter, and there
a typicalorder-disordertransition.

Many peculiarities of the dynamical properties of so
nitrogen ~as well as other simple heteroatomic solids! are
connected with the rotational motion of molecules. In p
ticular, the rotational motion of molecules determines to
certain extent the thermodynamic, kinetic, and spectrosc
properties ofs-N2.27 At first glance it may seem hard t
establish any connection between muonium atom forma
and the rotational dynamics of molecules. Nevertheless
this paper we will demonstrate a direct influence of the o
entational motion of nitrogen molecules on the Mu formati
phenomenon in solid nitrogen.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Both muonium and diamagnetic fractions were obser
in solid nitrogen at all temperatures. It was found that
diamagnetic signal itself clearly has both a slow-relaxing~S!
and a fast-relaxing~F! component inb-N2 and around the
l
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a-b transition. TheF component was undetectable ina-N2
below about 30 K. Therefore expression~5! for the overall
muon asymmetry was modified for temperatures above 3
to

AB
0 Pz~ t !5AMue

2lMut cos~vMut1fMu!

1@AFe
2lFt1ASe

2lSt#cos~vmt1fD!, ~7!

whereAF andAS are the fast-relaxing and slow-relaxing di
magnetic asymmetries andlF andlS are the corresponding
relaxation rates. For temperatures below 30 K the data w
fitted to Eq.~5!. Figure 2 shows typical diamagnetic signa
in solid b-N2 ~a! and a-N2 below 30 K ~b! in a transverse
magnetic fieldH50.2724 T. The F component is clear
seen inb-N2.

The fast-relaxing diamagnetic component was first o
served in comparatively low magnetic fields~below 10 mT!
in our previous measurements.25 However, experiments in
low magnetic field do not allow precise measurements of
amplitude and relaxation rate of theF component. Moreover
the low value of theF component’s amplitude at some tem
peratures~around thea-b transition! makes it impossible to
distinguish theF component from theS component in low
magnetic field, as the relaxation rate of theF component is
then higher than its precession frequency. In high magn
field where the fast-relaxing component was observable
at least ten full oscillation periods, it was possible to una
biguously determine all the parameters of theF andS com-
ponents.

The amplitudes of all three components — muoniu
slow-relaxing diamagnetic, and fast-relaxing diamagnetic
show peculiar temperature dependences. Figure 3~a! displays
the temperature dependences of the muonium and s
relaxing diamagnetic amplitudes ins-N2. Most prominent is
the strong nonmonotonic variation of both amplitudes, wit

FIG. 2. Diamagnetic signals in solid nitrogen in a transve
magnetic fieldH50.2724 T in~a! b-N2 at T559 K and~b! a-N2 at
T529 K. Note the fast-relaxing component inb-N2.
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minimum in the Mu asymmetry and a corresponding ma
mum in the S asymmetry around thea-b transition. Such
strong temperature dependences are unlikely to be expla
by any mechanism taking place at epithermal energies du
m1 thermalization~the so-called ‘‘prompt’’ muonium forma-
tion process!. Furthermore, the slow-relaxing diamagne
signal in solid nitrogen has been determined to be a man
tation of the formation of a N2m1 molecular ion.50 This lin-
ear ion has about the same binding energy — approxima
5 eV — as an analogous N2H1 ion.51 The polarization of
neighboring nitrogen molecules by the charge of the N2m1

ion adds about 1 eV to the binding energy due to the in
action between the ion and the lattice. Therefore one m
expect the N2m1 ion to form every time a muon thermalize
as a barem1, and any variation of the diamagnetic sign
amplitude with temperature~for T,100 K! must have some
other cause.

The strong anticorrelation between the temperature
pendences ofAMu andAS suggests competition between M
and diamagnetic species formation. Since the Mu atom
ization potential of 13.54 eV considerably exceeds that of
N2m1 ion in solid nitrogen, the spontaneous formation of t
ion from thermal muonium is impossible. The maximum
AS is therefore not directly due to an increased probability
diamagnetic ion formation, but rather indirectly due to ade-

FIG. 3. ~a! Temperature dependences of the muonium~circles!
and slow-relaxing diamagnetic~stars! amplitudes in solid nitrogen
~b! Temperature dependence of the electron drift mobility ins-N2

measured by a time-of-flight technique~Ref. 52!. ~c! Temperature
dependences of the orientational order parameter ina-N2 ~Ref. 55!
~left! and nuclear quadrupole coupling constant inb-N2 ~right!
~Ref. 56!. ~d! Temperature dependence of the fast-relaxing diam
netic amplitude ins-N2.
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creasedprobability of Mu atom formation, which has bee
unambiguously shown to be at least partially due to conv
gence of the positive muon and an electron liberated in
ionization track in solid nitrogen.25 Such ‘‘delayed’’ Mu for-
mation is expected to depend strongly on the charges’
bilities. The N2m1 ion is known to be immobile in the ni-
trogen lattice50 ~like any other positive species52!. Therefore
delayed Mu formation in solid nitrogen is believed to be d
to electron transport through the lattice to an unmov
N2m1 ion, with the Mu formation time determined by th
electron mobility. This picture is further corroborated by t
temperature dependence of the electron drift mobility
solid nitrogen, shown in Fig. 3~b!, which was measured by
time-of-flight ~TOF! technique.52 It is remarkable that the
be(T) dependence so closely resembles that ofAMu in b-N2
and ina-N2 at temperatures higher than 30 K; the Mu fo
mation probability even changes in the same proportions
the electron mobility.

The results of TOF measurements in solid nitrogen~as
well as in some other diatomic solids! showed that the
electron drift mobility lies between 1023 and
1022 cm2 s21 V21. Experiments in solid CO and O2 ~Ref.
52! and solid H2 ~Refs. 53 and 54! revealed electron mobili-
ties of less than 1022 cm2 s21 V21. Such lowbe values sug-
gest that the electron islocalized in these diatomic solids
The electron interaction with orientational degrees of fre
dom of N2 molecules has been proposed as a poss
mechanism for electron localization in solid nitrogen.52 The
analysis of our experiments strongly supports this assu
tion ~see below!. Interaction with the molecular librationa
modes determines the electron transport and, conseque
delayed muonium formation in solid nitrogen.

Figure 3~c! shows the temperature dependence of the m
lecular orientational order parameter ina-nitrogen55 derived
from nuclear quadrupole resonance~NQR! frequency
measurements.56 Up to about 20 K the NQR data fit fairly
well to Bayer theory,57 which invokes small-angle libration
to describe molecular dynamics. However, above about 2
the NQR measurements deviate markedly from the theo
cal curve, revealing an unusually strong temperat
dependence.56 It should be noted that the specific heat58 and
thermal expansion59 in solid N2 also show anomalies abov
about 25 K, as do the spin-spin relaxation time and NQ
linewidth.56

All these anomalies could be understood only by invoki
large amplitude motions. At low temperaturesa-N2 exhibits
long-range orientational order of the molecules due
quadrupole-quadrupole interactions with zero-point mot
superposed. As the temperature is raised, librational wa
are excited and increasingly disrupt the ordering. At about
K, however, the average lifetime of librational states b
comes comparable to the librational period and shorte
higher temperatures.56,55 This implies that the librationa
states are no longer well defined and the lattice is in a crit
state of librational disorder. The Raman spectroscopy da60

and neutron diffraction measurements61 also show consider-
able softening of the librational modes above about 25
which has been discussed in terms of large amplitude
lecular orientational motion.55

Figure 3~c! also shows the temperature dependence of
nuclear quadrupole coupling constant inb nitrogen.56 The
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quadrupole coupling constant inb-N2 is reduced by more
than three orders of magnitude with respect to that ina-N2
by motional averaging. This observation unambiguou
demonstrates both that the N2 molecules reorient in a time
shorter than the reciprocal of the static quadrupole resona
frequency~about 107 s21) and that the reorientation is no
isotropic~because a nonzero coupling remains!. In particular,
precession of N2 molecules about theĉ axis could produce a
reduction of the quadrupole coupling constant. The nuc
magnetic resonance~NMR! cannot, however, distinguish
classical precession which is superposed by a small wo
of the precession axis around theĉ-axis of the crystal from a
situation where molecules change orientation in a time s
compared to the reciprocal of the quadrupole resonance
quency by executing random ‘‘jumps’’ among the six-fo
minima in the orientational potential~Fig. 4!.27,55,62 Either
way, analysis of the possible molecular motions has reve
that the value of quadrupole coupling constant is prop
tional to the order parameter of the molecular libratio
around theĉ-axis in thehcp lattice ofb-N2, which therefore
may be considered as partially orientationally ordered.

The temperature dependence of the electron mobility a
therefore, of the delayed Mu formation probability~propor-
tional to the Mu asymmetry! in solid nitrogen turns out to
follow that of the molecular orientational order paramet
The electron mobility ina-N2 measured by TOF technique52

@Fig. 3~b!# shows a sharp rise below thea-b transition just
like the temperature dependence of the orientational o
parameter ins-N2. The same temperature behavior is seen
AMu @Fig. 3~a!#. Below about 25 K where large-angle libra
tions are not excited and the order parameter almost s
rates, the Mu asymmetry is also fairly constant with tempe
ture. Unfortunately, TOF experiments were unable
measure electron mobility ina-nitrogen below 30 K. It will
be shown below, however, that electron mobility increa
by about 5 orders of magnitude42 when the temperature i
lowered to the region where large amplitude molecular lib
tions are no longer excited. Inb-nitrogen below about 40 K
the NMR doublet splitting was too small to be resolved56

and, therefore, there is no information on the characteri
times of the molecular reorientations. However, above
temperature the quadrupole resonance frequency@propor-
tional to the order parameter, see Fig. 3~c!# displays the same

FIG. 4. Orientational structure ofb-N2. Here Q'55° is the

angle between the long molecular axes and the hexagonalĉ-axis of
the crystal. Molecules rotate in the direction denoted by the an
f.
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temperature dependence as both the electron mobility@Fig.
3~b!# and the Mu asymmetry@Fig. 3~a!#. We conclude that
the electron mobility in solid nitrogen~and thus the Mu for-
mation probability! is determined by molecular librations
The slower the molecular reorientations the higher the e
tron mobility.

This conclusion is supported by comparison of molecu
orientational order with electron mobility and with Mu an
diamagnetic asymmetries in different phases and differ
diatomic crystals. In liquid nitrogen, where characteris
molecular reorientation times are known to be higher than
b-N2 just below the triple point,63 the electron mobility is
lower than that inb-N2,52 as expected from the argumen
above. Accordingly, the diamagnetic asymmetry drops24,64

and the Mu asymmetry rises64 as the crystal melts. Analo
gous behavior is observed in solid CO, which is known to
more orientationally disordered than solid nitrogen in t
vicinity of the corresponding triple points.62 As expected, the
electron mobility in s-CO is higher and the diamagnet
muon asymmetry is lower26,28 than in s-N2 ~Ref. 52! just
below triple points. Muonium is not observed directly
condensed CO,26 probably due to formation of MuCO•
radicals.65 However, in solid CO the peculiarity in molecula
reorientation behavior66 takes place at the same temperatu
as the peculiarity in the diamagnetic asymmetry.26,28 Com-
parison of solidb-N2 and solid ortho-H2 above the charac
teristic temperature of orientational ordering,27,67 which de-
pends strongly on the ortho concentration, leads to the s
conclusion. At these temperaturess-H2 could be considered
as a completely disordered crystal,27,67 while b-N2 is par-
tially ordered ~see above!. The electron mobility in solid
hydrogen53,54 is about 2–3 orders of magnitude lower tha
that in b-nitrogen52 and, accordingly, the Mu asymmetry i
s-H2 ~Ref. 21! is considerably lower than that inb-N2.25

Figure 3~d! shows the temperature dependence of the f
relaxing diamagnetic asymmetry in solid nitrogen. The rela
ation rate of theF component (lF'5 ms21) is almost tem-
perature independent and about two orders of magnit
higher than that of theS component~also temperature inde
pendent!. It is reasonable to assume, however, that theF
component is a manifestation of the same species as tS
component: the N2m1 ion.29 The relaxation rate of theS
component (lS'0.1 ms21) has been shown to be due
nuclear dipole interaction of them1 with 14N nuclei, primar-
ily those inside the N2m1 ion.29 The two orders of magni-
tude higher relaxation rate of the fast-relaxing diamagne
signal cannot be explained by any interaction of the diam
netic species with nitrogen nuclear moments. This com
nent must be a direct manifestation of delayed muonium
mation due to mobile electrons created in the incoming mu
ionization track, N2m11e2→Mu 1 N2, just like the Mu
fraction itself but on a much longer time scale. Strong su
port for this assumption comes from the fact that the te
perature dependence ofAF @Fig. 3~d!# above approximately
35 K is the same as that ofAMu(T) @Fig. 3~a!# and be(T)
@Fig. 3~b!#, having a minimum atTab where electrons in
solid nitrogen are known to be least mobile.

Below about 34 K theF component vanishes rapidly wit
decreasing temperature. NoF component is seen below
about 30 K. We cannot tell from this result whether theF
component ~representingvery delayed Mu formation by
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10 566 PRB 59STORCHAK, BREWER, MORRIS, ARSENEAU, AND SENBA
transport of somelow-mobility electron species! has been
eliminated completely or is still present below 30 K but t
short lived to observe with the experimental time resoluti

All these observations confirm that the characteris
times of Mu formation~determined by characteristic electro
transport times! are much shorter ina-N2 below 30 K than
in b-N2. These times can be extracted from the magne
field dependence of the muonium asymmetry. Assuming
the delayed muonium formation process is governed b
simple first-order kinetic equation

dnMu~ t !52dnm~ t !5lnm~ t !dt, ~8!

where l is the characteristic formation rate, the muoniu
amplitude has been shown32 to be

AMu;
l

Al21vMu
2

. ~9!

Expression~8! holds true for a constant spatial and time d
tribution of thee2 with respect to them1, which is obvi-
ously not the case here; nevertheless, Eq.~9! gives a reason-
able estimate for the parameterl. This parameter determine
the average transport timet[l21 it takes the electron to
reach the muon. Equation~9! clearly reflects the phenom
enon of delayed Mu formation: different Mu atoms a
formed at different times so that phase coherence am
precessing Mu atoms is lost. The higher the magnetic fi
the stronger the effect of dephasing and the greater the
duction of the Mu asymmetry. Of course, this applies o
for delayed Mu formation processes; the prompt Mu asy
metry is essentially magnetic field independent. At hi
enough magnetic fields, therefore, only the prompt M
asymmetry remains; this feature can be used to disting
between the prompt and delayed Mu fractions.

Figure 5 shows the magnetic field dependence of
muonium asymmetry inb-N2 at T559 K ~stars! and ina-N2
at T520 K ~circles!. The solid line drawn through the ex
perimental points inb-nitrogen represents a fit to Eq.~10!,
which takes into account a field-independent prompt m

FIG. 5. Magnetic-field dependences of the muonium amplitu
in a-N2 at T520 K ~circles! and inb-N2 at T559 K ~stars!. Solid
lines represent numerical calculations using values of the elec
drift mobility from Ref. 52 in alocalizedelectron model.
.
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nium asymmetryAMup
as well as a delayed muonium asym

metry whose maximum value at low magnetic field
AMud

(H→0):

AMu5AMup
1AMud

~H→0!
l

Al21vMu
2

. ~10!

The three independent parameters of the fit w
AMup

50.041(1), AMud
(H→0)50.044(1), and lb53.2(2)

3107 s21; i.e., the muonium formation timetb50.31(2)
31027 s. This value is comparable to the delayed Mu fo
mation time in liquid nitrogen, which was determined25 to be
approximately 0.431027 s.

The characteristic Mu formation time inb-N2 is almost
an order of magnitude shorter than the decay time of the
relaxing diamagnetic component (lF

21'231027 s!. This
may suggest that two different species of radiolysis electr
with mobilities differing by an order of magnitude ar
formed in the muon’s ionization track with roughly the sam
spatial distribution.~If the F component simply represente
electrons liberated further away from the muon’s final re
ing place, they would be much more easily affected by we
electric fields, which is not the case; as shown below,
E-field dependence of theF component is consistent with
that of the observable Mu signal.! On the other hand, differ-
ent time scales of Mu formation andF component may be
explained by peculiarities of the spatial distribution of ele
trons with respect to them1.

A similar phenomenon~several components of delaye
Mu formation with very different characteristic formatio
times! was observed in superfluid4He,22 where it was attrib-
uted to formation of differentm1-He clusters. That explana
tion assumed thatm1 transport depends on the inner stru
ture of the cluster. It is well established, however, th
transport of a heavy enough positive charge~like the positive
muon! is determined by its effective mass, which in liqu
helium amounts to about 100 times the4He mass@see, for
example, Ref. 68#. The mobility of a positive muon in liquid
He should therefore be independent of the cluster’s struct

In a-nitrogen the muonium asymmetry is independent
the magnetic field, which means thatla@vMu . This in-
equality allows one to set an upper limit for characteris
Mu formation time ina-N2 : ta!1029 s. Unfortunately, the
finite time resolution of themSR spectrometer (dt;1029 s!
set an upper limit on the transverse magnetic field used
experiment. If the period of the muonium precession in m
netic field H becomes comparable todt, Mu asymmetry is
lost according to Ref. 69,

A5A0 expF S 2
1

4
vMudt D 2Y ln 2G , ~11!

where A0 is the Mu asymmetry in infinitesimal transvers
field, vMu5gMuH, and gMu/2p51.394 MHz/G is the Mu
gyromagnetic ratio.3 The reduction of the Mu asymmetr
according to Eq.~11! has nothing to do with delayed Mu
formation and reflects only an apparatus effect due to fin
time resolution. Our experiment ina-N2 revealedAMu re-
duction in transverse magnetic fields higher than 5 mT,
cording to Eq.~11!. A simple estimate shows that in thi
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magnetic fieldvMu;dt. Therefore, magnetic-field depen
dences were measured inH,5 mT. Nevertheless, our resul
show clearly that the characteristic Mu formation time
a-N2 is much shorter than that inb-N2.

Experiments in external electric field show that charac
istic muon-electrondistancesalso differ in thea and b
phases of solid nitrogen. Figure 6 shows typical diamagn
precession signals at three different electric fields ina-N2. A
positive sign forE corresponds to the electric field applie
parallel to the initialm1 momentum direction; if the muon
thermalizesdownstreamof the last radiolysis electron it lib
erates, then a positiveE will pull the m1 ande2 apart, giv-
ing rise to an increased diamagnetic amplitudeAD . Negative
E denotes the situation where the electric field is antipara
to the initial m1 momentum.

Figure 7 shows time spectra of the combined~fast and
slow! diamagnetic signal for different electric fields in a r

FIG. 6. Diamagnetic precession signals ina-N2 at T520 K in a
transverse magnetic field of 3.5 mT at several electric fieldsE ~a:
E517.54 kV/cm; b:E50; c: E522 kV/cm!.

FIG. 7. Diamagnetic precession signals inb-N2 at T559 K in
the rotating reference frame at the muon Larmor frequency for
different electric fields.
r-

ic

l

tating reference frame70 ~RRF! at them1 Larmor frequency;
this method has been used to remove the oscillatory pre
sion signal and present only the envelope of the signal
plitude, the better to display the two (F andS) components.
Figures 6 and 7 show clearly that a sufficiently strong ext
nal electric field changes the experimental spectra dram
cally.

Figure 8~a! presents the electric field dependences of M
and diamagnetic amplitudes ina-N2 at T520 K. Note that
AMu decreases by about half as much asAD increases. This is
because the amplitude of the Mu signal represents only
of the muonium ensemble; the other half oscillates betw
singlet and triplet states at a frequency that is too high to
observed in our apparatus.3

Figure 8~b! shows the electric field dependences of t
fast and slow diamagnetic amplitudes inb-N2 at T559 K. It
is obvious that the electric-field dependence of the slow d
magnetic component is much weaker inb-N2 than ina-N2,
which probably reflects a shorterm1 –e2 distance inb-N2
than ina-N2. The muonium component is much smaller
b-N2 and does not show a noticeable variation with elec
field.

As intimated earlier, theE dependences shown in Fig
8~a! and 8~b! reflect a strong anisotropy in the spatial dist
bution of free electrons relative to the stopping position
the muon in solid nitrogen: muons are thermalizeddown-
stream~i.e., in the direction of the initial muon momentum!
from the last radiolysis electrons of the muon’s ionizati
track.

The Coulomb field of the muon at a distancer is

Em5
e

er 2 , ~12!o

FIG. 8. Electric field dependences of~a! Mu ~circles! and slow-
relaxing diamagnetic~stars! amplitudes ina-N2 at T520 K and~b!
slow-relaxing~stars! and fast-relaxing~triangles! diamagnetic am-
plitudes inb-N2 at T559 K.
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wheree is the elementary charge ande51.45 is the dielec-
tric constant ofs-N2. Thus if the muon is a distanceRem
directly downstream of the last radiolysis electron and
positive external electric fieldEext is applied in the2 ẑ di-
rection ~from the electron to the muon!, thenEext will pull
the electron away from the muon ifRem.Ae/eEext. For ex-
ample,Eext515 kV/cm will overcome the muon’s attrac
tion for any electrons at distances>45 nm or 450 Å in solid
nitrogen. Since theE-dependence shown in Fig. 8~a! seems
to be saturating in the neighborhood ofEcrit;5 kV/cm, we
conclude that̂ Rem&5Ra'50 nm is a typical initialm1-e2

separation ina-N2. This is of course only a crude characte
ization of the spatial distribution, but since our estimate
pends onEcrit only as its square root, it is probably not to
far off.

The absence of any detectable electric field dependenc
the muonium asymmetry and the rather weak electric fi
dependences of the diamagnetic asymmetries make it d
cult to determine the characteristicm1-e2 distance inb-N2.
However, a rough estimate can be obtained from compar
of the slopes of theE dependences of the corresponding d
magnetic asymmetries in the two phases, assuming tha
net amplitude change would be the same asE→`. This
method indicates that^Rem& is at least a factor of 2shorterin
b-N2 than in a-N2. The different characteristic muon
electron distances in thea and b phases probably reflec
qualitatively different m1 thermalization mechanisms i
these two phases of solid nitrogen~see below!. In liquid
nitrogen^Rem& was estimated to beRl'30 nm,25 comparable
to that inb-N2.

In general the electron’s initial position will be displace
laterally ~in the x̂ direction! as shown in Fig. 9. In that cas
the net force on the electron will be given by

F¢ e5 ẑeFEext2S e

er 2D cosuG1 x̂eS e

er 2D sinu. ~13!

If the mean free path of an electron is short, it will simp
follow electric field lines in ‘‘viscous flow’’ trajectories like
those pictured in Fig. 10: wherever on a given trajectory
electron may start, it will follow it the rest of the way t
either be captured by them1 or be pulled free by the externa
field. There is clearly a ‘‘boundary’’ trajectory@in the case
shown, it starts at approximately (x5170 nm,z50)] that
encloses the region within which the electron will always

FIG. 9. Sketch showing an arbitrary position of the last radio
sis electron relative to the muon’s stopping location. The origi

muon beam momentum is in the2 ẑ direction defining a positive
sense of the applied electric fieldEext .
a
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captured eventually. These ‘‘capture boundaries’’ are d
played in Fig. 11 for a variety of electric fields, assuminge
51. In each case the actuale2 capture region is a three
dimensional cylindrical solid formed by revolution of th
boundary curve about thez axis. If one takes only the finite
region enclosed by this surface and the conditionz.0, it is
not difficult to show that its volume is proportional toEext

23/2.
Of course, once this volume encloses the entire spatial
tribution of initial e2 positions relative to them1, the prob-
ability of delayed Mu formation saturates at 100%; so t
observedE dependence reflects the overlap between thee2

spatial distribution and thee2 capture region at each electr
field.

How can one estimate the average Mu formation tim
For this calculation it is best to letEext50 and simply follow
the electron back to the muon. In low electric fields (E
!u/be , whereu is the sound velocity! the electron mobility
is independent of electric field and the electron velocity c
be expressed as

-
l

FIG. 10. Trajectories of electrons moving in a viscous flow a
proximation under the combined influence of an applied elec
field of 11 kV/cm and the muon’s Coulomb field, assuming
dielectric constant of unity. Note that there is a well defined bou
ary between the region where the electron eventually escapes
that within which it is eventually captured by the muon.

FIG. 11. Loci of e2 capture boundaries for various positiv
electric fields assuminge51.
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v5beE. ~14!

Integration of Eq.~14! with E[Em from Eq. ~12! gives an
expression for the Mu formation time,

t5l215
e

3ebe
R3, ~15!

whereR is the initial distance between them1 and thee2.
Of course, at short distances, whereEm is large, the electron
mobility is certainly no longer constant. However, it can
argued that Eq.~15! is still a good approximation because th
time spent traversing the last few nm is a very small fract
of the total recombination time, which is mostly determin
by slow motion at large distances. Expressions~9! and ~15!
allow one to extract the electron mobilitybe from the mag-
netic field dependence ofAMu , provided the typical value o
R is known from the electric field dependence ofAD and
AMu .

In fact, this provides the basis of a new technique
studying electron transport in matter.42 The electron mobility
be in a crystal can be extracted provided the muon-elect
distance and the characteristic Mu formation time can b
be measured for the delayed Mu formation process. T
technique has several obvious advantages over the wi
used conventional time-of-flight technique~see, for example
Refs. 52, 71, and 72. The latter is based on measuremen
the charges’ drift times between two electrodes separate
known distance in the material under study. Such meas
ments of electron drift mobility by TOF techniques have
intrinsic drawback because of the large spacing between
electrodes52 ~typically on the order of 1022 cm!. Such amac-
roscopic characteristic length makes TOF techniques v
susceptible to crystalline defects such as impurities, cry
strains, and even crystal cracks~see below!.

Evaluation of the electron mobility inb-N2 from Eqs.~9!
and ~15! with a characteristicm1 - e2 distanceRb525 nm
gives be'1023 cm2 s21 V21, which is approximately the
same value determined by TOF techniques.52 Thus, our ex-
periments confirm that free electrons arelocalized in
b-nitrogen.

In order to explain thelocalizationof excess charge car
riers in diatomic solids, Loveland, Comber, and Spear52 used
a small-polaron theory73 that describes electron localizatio
as the result of electron interaction with excitations of t
medium. This theory treats electron transport as a phon
assisted hopping process. An attempt to fit experimenta
sults inb-N2 to nonadiabatic small-polaron theory revealed
rather low value of the characteristic energy involved — a
proximately 50–100 K. This was quite surprising, as o
would expect intramolecular phonon modes with an ene
almost two orders of magnitude higher to dominate.74 This
low value of the characteristic energy is, however, consis
with the rotational~librational! modes in a diatomic crystal
Analysis of heat capacity measurements at constant volum75

revealed that the contribution of the rotational degrees
freedom of N2 molecules corresponds to almost free mole
lar precession accompanied by librations of the preces
axis. The characteristic energy of the molecular libratio
was determined to be 70~2! K.27 This value was confirmed in
Raman spectroscopy,76 infrared absorption,77 and inelastic
neutron scattering61 in solid nitrogen. The librational mode
n
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in solid oxygen have almost the same characteristic energ78

while in solid hydrogen the librational modes were found
have somewhat lower energies.27

A possible mechanism for electron localization inb-N2

due to interaction withoptical phonon modes~whose ener-
gies are the same order of magnitude as those of libratio
modes! can be ruled out because such phonon modes
known only for a-nitrogen79 where electrons have bee
shown to bedelocalized42 ~see below!. However, electron
localization due to interaction withacousticphonon modes
near the zone boundary cannot be excludeda priori. Unfor-
tunately, as far as the authors know there is no comple
self-consistent description of the orientational dynamics
diatomic solids in general or solid nitrogen in particular. T
main difficulty is the large inharmonicity of librational mo
tion, even at temperatures well below the temperature of
entational ordering of the crystal. This circumstance, alo
with the fact that molecules also participate in vibration
dynamics~of their centers of mass!, makes the evaluation o
lattice dynamics in molecular crystals extremely comp
cated. Indeed, strong libron-phonon coupling is known
take place in all diatomic molecular crystals.27 Nevertheless,
a natural simplification involving independent evaluation
the translational and librational subsystems in diatomic s
ids gives a qualitatively correct description of the dynami
lattice properties.27

Numerical calculations of the magnetic-field dependen
of the muonium asymmetry ina-N2 according to Eqs.~9!
and ~15!, using the characteristicm1 - e2 distanceRa550
nm determined from the electric-field dependence@Fig. 8~a!#
and the electron mobilitybe extracted from TOF measure
ments at 30 K,52 are shown by the theoretical curve in Fig.
In contrast to the good agreement between TOF andmSR
measurements inb-N2, a comparison between the expe
mental and calculated curves ina-N2 suggests that the Mu
formation time is much shorter~and therefore the electro
mobility is much higher! by several orders of magnitude tha
expected from TOF measurements. This has a natural ex
nation in terms of the mechanical properties of solid nitrog
~see below!.

It is known27 that solid N2 undergoes a huge change
volume at thea-b transition. According to results obtaine
by different techniques80,75,81 this change amounts to abou
1% of the crystal volume. Such a big volume change ine
tably leads to the creation of strong thermal strains and c
tal cracks. Direct optical examination in reflected light co
firms the tendency ofs-N2 to develop cracks at thea-b
transition.27

The signal height drop observed in the TOF experime
at thea-b transition temperature was attributed to a decre
in the efficiency of generation of free electrons. The lat
could have resulted from trapping centers introduced by
large thermal strains at thea-b transition. It should be noted
that the distortion of the external electric field by polarizati
of the medium around trapped electrons~due to thermal
strains, cracks, and/or impurities! requires special procedure
for executing the space-charge neutralization pulses pre
ing each electron transit in TOF experiments. There see
no reason to expect that this effect was elimina
completely.52 Thus the large thermal strains and cracking
the crystal at thea-b transition were probably the reason
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for the absence of any data on electron mobility below 30
measured by the TOF technique52 in solid nitrogen. We
claim that themSR technique, which involvesmicroscopic
characteristic distances~approximately 10–100 nm!, avoids
the difficulties of themacroscopicTOF technique.

The value of the upper limit for the muonium formatio
time in a-N2 ~see above! allows one to set a lower limit for
the electron mobility:be*102 cm2 s21 V21 — a value sev-
eral orders of magnitude higher than that inb-N2. The high
electron mobility ina-N2 gives us grounds to suggest th
the electron transport mechanism in this orientationally
dered phase of solid nitrogen is fundamentally different fr
that inb-N2. Probably thelocalizationof free electronsdoes
not occurin a-N2.

Electron delocalization was invoked to describe cha
transport phenomena in monatomic rare gas solids,82,72

which were found to be basically different from those
diatomic solids.52 The remarkable transport properties of t
rare gas solids, whose electron drift mobilities were m
sured to be of the same order of magnitude~approximately
103 cm2 s21 V21) as those in wide-gap semiconducto
were explained in the framework of the Shockley’s theory83

which suggests that the excess electrons occupy a condu
band. A picture of the free charge carrier as completely
localized, with the electron-phonon interaction treated a
perturbation, was shown to be a good approximation.72 A
more general electron transport theory84 is based on Shock
ley’s approach while taking into account the structure of
medium containing the electrons. Good agreement with
periment gives one confidence that this description in te
of quasifree band propagation of electrons is valid in rare-
solids.

The high value of the electron mobility ina-nitrogen
leads to a breakdown of the proportionality betweenv andE
@see Eq.~14!# at comparatively moderate electric fieldE
@u/be :83

v5~32/3p!1/4~beEu!1/2. ~16!

This result is obtained by evaluation of a ‘‘hot’’ electro
scattering off crystal excitations. Shockley’s approach
based on the assumption that in a weakly scattered electr
system the electric field displaces the electronic energy
tribution towards higher energies while it~the electron en-
ergy distribution! remains Maxwellian. In low electric fields
the rate of energy gain by the electron from the applied fi
is equal to the electron’s rate of energy loss by scattering
lattice excitations, so that Eq.~14! is valid. In a system
where ‘‘effective’’ lattice excitations are somehow su
pressed~as by the freezing out of the orientational degrees
freedom ina-N2 due to orientational ordering! this energy
loss channel becomes ineffective at high enough elec
fields and the electron subsystem is no longer in ther
equilibrium with the lattice, which causes ‘‘heating up’’ o
the electron energy distribution and a transition from E
~14! to Eq.~16!. Such a characteristic transition from a line
dependence~14! to a v}E1/2 regime has been observed e
perimentally in a number of insulators and semiconducto
for example in rare gas solids82,72 and inn-type Ge.85

The qualitative differences between charge transp
mechanisms in the different phases of solid nitrogen pr
-
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ably also affects the slowing down of epithermal muons. F
both electrons and muons, the energy loss mechanism
large band gap solids~He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, N2, etc.! is rela-
tively ineffective when the energetic particle’s kinetic ener
is less than the band gap. The only possible energy
channel is then scattering of the particle by crystal exc
tions ~phonons, librons, etc.!. Probably energy loss throug
interactions with orientational degrees of freedom of N2 mol-
ecules is also effective for muons. This channel, howeve
suppressed ina-N2 due to ‘‘freezing out’’ of orientational
molecular motion. This is probably why the characteris
m1 - e2 distances are so different ina andb nitrogen where
the traditional energy loss channel through scattering
phonons is believed to be the same. This feature could
highly relevant to the development of slow positive mu
sources.86

In treating the muon and electron as an isolated pair
fluenced only by their mutual Coulomb attraction and a
external field, we have neglected several well-known p
nomena that might complicate this picture. The first is t
possibility that the electron might diffuse away from th
muon through simple thermal motion; this is likely only
the mean thermal energy is comparable to the Coulomb b
ing energy of the pair at their initial separation — a criteri
which defines the Onsager radius,87 Rc5e2/ekBT, outside
which electron transport can be considered as diffus
Since the characteristic muon-electron distances ins-N2 turn
out to be at least an order of magnitude less thanRc , our
picture of the electron ‘‘falling into the muon’’ according t
Eqs.~14! and ~16! seems to be an adequate description.

We have also neglected the possible role of the posi
ion from which the electron was originally stripped. If th
electron-ion distance is less than the electron-muon dista
in the absence of an applied electric field the electron w
simply return to its origin and recombine with its parent io
— a process known as ‘‘geminate’’ recombination.6 How-
ever, based on gas-phase studies16,20 one would expect a
rather different mechanism for the deposition of the fin
radiolysis electron: near the end of its range, the still e
thermalm1 makes its last ‘‘pickup’’ of an electron from a
nitrogen molecule to form epithermal muonium, leaving b
hind a positive N2

1 ion. The ‘‘hot’’ Mu atom continues slow-
ing down on its way ‘‘downstream,’’ and may either the
malize as muonium~the ‘‘prompt’’ fraction! or lose its
electron in a final stripping collision. In this scenario the fin
radiolysis electron is likely to be much further from its pa
ent N2

1 ion than from the terminal N2m1 ion29 and so gemi-
nate recombination is unlikely to play an important role.
any case the effect of geminate recombination upon thE
dependence of Mu formation would be subtle except in ca
where it prevented Mu formation completely.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The mSR measurements reported in this paper illumin
the nature of muonium formation in solid nitrogen over t
whole temperature range of the solid phase. In botha andb
phases ofs-N2 the results are readily explained in terms o
combination of prompt~epithermal! and delayed~thermal!
Mu formation, the latter occurringvia transport of radiolysis
electrons through the lattice to static N2m1 ions.
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Application of external electric field reveals a strong a
isotropy of the muon-electron spatial distribution. The mu
usually thermalizes ‘‘downstream’’ from the last electro
liberated in its ionization track. The electric field dependen
also provides an estimate of the characteristicm1 - e2 dis-
tance^Rem&. In a-N2 , ^Rem&5Ra'50 nm, about twice as
large as that inb-N2 , Rb'25 nm. This difference is as
cribed to different mechanisms for energy loss to the lat
during muon thermalization:b-N2 is thought to be bette
moderator for the energeticm1 than a-N2 due to the addi-
tional channel for energy transfer to the orientational s
system.

These results suggest a technique for electron mob
measurements based on the phenomenon of delayed Mu
mation. This technique, beingmicroscopicin nature, has ad-
vantages over traditionalmacroscopictime-of-flight tech-
niques. Using this new technique, we have found the elec
transport mechanism to be fundamentally different in ori
tationally ordereda-N2 and orientationally disorderedb-N2.
The electron is shown to bedelocalizedin the a phase,
where it has a mobility comparable to that in conventio
i
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e
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ty
or-
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l

semiconductors~about 102 cm2 V21 s21). Strong electron
localization in the b phase leads to a reduction of the elec
tron mobility by about of five orders of magnitude. Thi
effect is believed to be due to small polaron formationvia
strong electron coupling with the precessional modes of
trogen molecules.
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